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CONCEPT
AXION Tripod is a new symmetrical triangle structure, which 
is a variation to our AXION Shell model. It is a great concept for 
both indoor and outdoor events as a podium cover, or as a 
stylish sun shade. Enjoy it's innovative shape and contemporary 
design.

COVER AREA
Thanks to the sloped side walls, the efficient usable area is 
much larger. There is no need to use visors, as the internal 
space is unaffected by rain or sun. The AXION Tripod is available 
in four size variants from 25m2 up to 58m2.

HANDLING
As with our other AXION tents, handling is very easy. The 
AXION tripod is packed into a trolley bag and is easily 
transportable in any size car. It only takes one person to inflate 
the structure within minutes.



Transport the AXION Tripod to 
where it will be set up, using 
the supplied trolley bag.

Pre-anchor two legs and start 
inflation through one 
of the two inflation valves.

Air is distributed through our 
one way smart inflation 
system into the whole 
structure. You will need to 
help to lift the last leg of the 
structure to complete 
inflation.

Once the Tripod is fully 
pressurized, anchor the legs 
and main ropes. Finally, zip 
on the side wall and enjoy 
your AXION Tripod.

HOW IT WORKS
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width “X” 600 700 800

length “Y” 600 700 800

height “Z” 320 370 430

weight 400 450 500

covered area “A” 25 34 45
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dye sublimation print roof/walls

tripod6 tripod7 tripod8 tripod9

material FASTEX 100% polyester / TPU

flame retardancy EN 13501-1

time



SMART INFLATION SYSTEM
Patent pending one way central inflation system 

provides the luxury of one point inflation with perfect 
control from one inflation chamber to the next.  Our 
smart inflation system is now included in each AXION 

tripod tent.

CASTED COMPONENTS
Our new AXION aluminium casted components provide 
a unique look to each tripod tent. The TRIPOD roof is 

tensioned using an innovative pulley system.

FABRIC
Fastex 500D FR rated polyester, UV stable, waterproof 

and water repellent fabric is used for all Lite tents.

ZIP-OFF ROOF
Stay within your budget and get more than one roof for 
the inflatable structure. The simple zip-off system will 

allow you to change your roof at anytime.

CENTRAL CONNECTOR
Enjoy the same central connector system as the 

popular AXION Square model. It gives the user the 
possibility to service the structure on- site easily. 

SUBLIMATION PRINT
We use the newest technology in dye sublimation 
printing, as well as automatic cutting and welding.
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